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Home Gear Appliances Air Fryer This dish of air frying asparagus is full of flavor, thanks to the lemon and garlic dressing that the spears throw before roasting. It's a simple, fast side that goes with just about anything. &amp;mdash; Tina Repak, Johnstown, Pennsylvania 1/4 cup mayonnaise
1-1 teaspoons olive oil1-1/2 teaspoons garlic grated lemon 1, chopped1/2 teaspoon pepper1/4 teaspoon seasoned salt1 pound fresh asparagus, chopped glasses2 grated parmesan cheeseLequins, optional preheat air fryers at 375. In a large bowl, combine the first 6 ingredients. Add
asparagus; search to cover. In batches, place in a single layer on a greased tray in the air fryer basket. Cook until tender and lightly browned, 4-6 minutes. Transfer to a serving plate; sprinkle with Parmesan cheese. If desired, serve with lemon wedges. Test kitchen tip If you don't have an
air fryer, you can make this recipe in an oven. 1 per share: 156 calories, 15 g fat (3 g saturated fat), 3mg cholesterol, 214mg sodium, 3g carbohydrates (1g sugars, 1g fiber), 2g protein. Diabetic exchanges: 3 fats, 1 vegetable. Home Gear Appliances Air Fryer This frying cod recipe will turn
even the biggest sceptic fish. It's healthy and delicious, you don't need empanado! Kim Russell, North Wales, Pennsylvania 1/4 cup fat-free Italian salad dressing 1/2 teaspoon sugar1/8 teaspoon salt1/8 teaspoon garlic powder1/8 teaspoon paprika1/8 teaspoon peppered cod fillets2 (6
ounces each)2 teaspoons pasta air savineraPreheat to 370o. In a shallow bowl, mix the first 7 ingredients; add cod, turning to the layer. Let stand for 10-15 minutes. Place the filletes in a single layer on a greased tray in the air fryer basket; discard the remaining adobo. Cook until fish begins
to flake easily with a fork, 8-10 minutes. Top with butter. Test kitchen tip If you don't have an air fryer, you can make this recipe in an oven. 1 steak: 168 calories, 5 g fat (3 g saturated fat), 75mg cholesterol, 366mg sodium, 2g carbohydrates (2g sugars, 0 fiber), 27g protein. Diabetic
exchanges: 4 lean meat, 1 fat. 02/25/2020 I did this as my first recipe on my new IP Duo Crisp. It went well. There are so many recipes on social media that are a heart attack waiting to happen. It was nice to find this recipe healthy to make. 08/05/2020 Great taste. I used chili flakes instead
of sriracha to reduce the amount of liquids. Maybe the breadcrumes instead of flour would help. They got a little stuck through the grille in the fryer air, so I recommend parchment paper at the bottom. 07/29/2019 Very good saracen wheat lady on Jack Churchill Jack Churchill stove
02/07/2020 This turned out great!. Easy and quick to make, but great impression. I slept with Sriracha sauce for 1/2 like the sweet chilli I used as a little hotter. 06/25/2020 Very tasty. I made homemade sweet chili sauce which is very spicy and was with the full amount of sriracha and it still
wasn't Spicy. Mayonnaise really takes away heat. I served it with sticky rice. I'll definitely do it again. 07/11/2020 Very good tender chicken flavor. Easy to do! 12/16/2020 This has become a basic recipe in our house. My 12-year-old is slowly learning to cook and this is his favorite food to
make. The only thing we do differently is fold the sauce because my boys like to dip their chicken in it. And I add seasoning to the breadcrumps before it's breaded. I recoot the cooking time only a little, but this recipe is fantastic ! 1 of 3 Air Fryer Bang-Bang Chicken mdpacker 2 of 3 Air Fryer
Bang-Bang Chicken Soup Loving Nicole 3 of 3 Air Fryer Bang-Bang Chicken Stuart Katz Louis Benson Credit: Caitlin Bensel Having an air fryer means enjoying more of the crispy foods we love with less guilt. Instead of frying, the air fryer heats up quickly at high temperature and circulates
air around foods such as fried chicken or doughnuts for the crispy outside to perfectiony less oil. No more deep fryer smell either! Of all the seemingly endless options for air fryer recipes, these are the best of the best frying air recipes in our test kitchen. You can now use the countertop
appliance for each meal. Credit: Antonis Achilleos A bite of all this fried chicken and you'll be amazed how much it tastes like your roast beetroot chicken in the favorite store. With only a few ingredients (and zero oil), this chicken develops a great flavor that will make a healthy low-carb
dinner option. Advertising credit: Matthew Clark For a healthier shot of chicken wings, consider giving cauliflower the usual wing treatment. Use your air fryer for crunchy cauliflower and then sing in our spicy buffalo sauce. Serve these with a little ranch or bleu cheese dressing for a game
day snack or a party snack. Credit: Greg DuPree Being able to eat his pizza on the go with less clutter is one of the reasons the panties are such a brilliant invention. This fried variation of our favorite stuffed pizzas includes shredded chicken and spinach. After your mozzarella enters, grab
the tight edges of the dough so that the ingredients stay inside the panties while fried to perfection. We can imagine that beautiful cheese shot now. Advertising credit: Jennifer Causey We love a good burger and fries as much as anyone. Instead of going through the drive-thru for a greasy
calorie pump, make this simple burger night recipe that includes Greek-inspired flavors like oregano and feta. The use of lean ground turkey is a healthier alternative to beef this cooking method will have an air fryer dinner recipe on the table in less than 30 minutes. Credit: Jennifer Causey If
you tend to stay away from seafood, we encourage you to try scallops in the air fryer. Topped with spicy lemon and spicy capers, you'll have an elegant dinner for two on the table quickly. Be sure to check unhook when there is a scallop (the thermometer should be read at 120 oF) after
about 6 minutes. Exaggerated scallops have an unpleasant elastic texture. Credit: Caitlin Bensel Fix your Happy Hour snack cravings with a healthier version of these usually fried bites. Instead of bathing in a couple of inches of oil, these jalapeño poppers are coated in whole wheat panko
crumbs and stuffed with cream cheese, cheddar and chicken before entering the air fryer for a lightened remake. Try to line the basket with parchment paper first in case of cheese spillage or crumb. Advertising Announcement Here is the inspiration to incorporate more meatless recipes into
your meal plan. Let the air fryer cool the tofu and vegetables at the same time for an easy meal that gives these ingredients often frowning and frowning an unexpected (and honestly, delicious) texture. Finish the dish with the sweet and spicy sauce made from soy sauce, ginger and honey.
Serve over hot brown rice for a more hearty meal on weekdays. Credit: Victor Protasio If you want an easy and delicious recipe for dinner (and who doesn't?!), try this outdoor fried chicken recipe that requires only 15 minutes of practical time. Spicy dipping sauce optional, but recommended.
Crispy a batch of fried pickles in your air fryer for your next party. Briny dill pickles are coated in a whey mixture (with a touch of Sriracha heat) before being breaded in panko and added to the air fryer. Doing enough to serve six, this is one of our best air recipes for a (smaller) crowd.
Advertising credit: Caitlin Bensel A traditional stuffed pepper recipe can take more than an hour to prepare and bake before you can eat. This quick version with the air fryer means a healthy dinner is prepared in 30 minutes. We use ground turkey instead of traditional beef and combine it
with a mixture of brown rice, parsley and marinara. Credit: Brie Passano When making miniature meat loaves in the air fryer, they cook faster and create individual portions. This Italian verto of the classic meatloaf is filled with small pearls of fresh mozzarella, which makes them irresistible, if
you ask us. Credit: Greg DuPree Serving seafood for seafood, fish recipes for frying like this catfish dinner could be a game changer. While undeniably delicious, cooking fish when frying deep makes naturally healthy fish less nutritious. Thanks to the air fryer, you can get the best of both
worlds with a crisp Southern-style dish complete with green beans. Advertising credit: Crispy vegetables Caitlin Bensel and the pork are wrapped in the most delicious package with these healthier egg rolls from your air fryer. Serve them next to our favorite fried rice or make a batch of these
to have on hand to impress your guests, they won't believe they're not takeaways. Credit: Jennifer Causey popcorn style could one of our favorite ways to enjoy shrimp. The spiced crumb coating will make you forget all about the frozen shrimp in a box. Advertising credit: Antonis Achilleos
Nothing says summer like fresh corn in the cob. In this dish of fried corn in the air, we spread the golden beans with lime-infused butter to give it a touch of Mexican inspiration. Serve them at your next Cinco de Mayo celebration or in the backyard kitchen. Credit: Caitlin Bensel Yes, you can
also make dessert in your air fryer! The cake crust cooks golden and flaky cuisine around a hot peach filling to create a hand version of peach pie. Credit: Greg DuPree A classic Chinese takeaway, General Tso's chicken is known for its crispy chicken topped with a hot, sweet sauce. We
traded some ingredients for healthier options like low-sodium soy sauce to help control the amount of salt coming in. Sprinkle green onions and sesame seeds on top so it's really ready for Instagram. Related: 17 Asian-inspired dishes Better than takeaway advertising credit: Caitlin Bensel

Treat children (and yourself!) to a tasty breakfast made in your air fryer. These French toast sticks use wholemeal bread and flaxseed to make one of our healthiest breakfast recipes for frying that's ready to dip into maple syrup. Credit: Caitlin Bensel There are few foods as comforting as a
potato stuffed abundantly. Load your air fryer with potatoes filled with a delicious blend of broccoli and cheese for a vegetarian main course. Credit: Jennifer Causey Donuts are a perfect treat for breakfast, dessert or really at any time of the day. If you like doughnuts as much as we do,
make these cinnamon and sugar doughnut holes for easy and healthy sweet tooth fixing. Be sure to line your basket with parchment paper to avoid having to clean a sugary mess on the bottom of your air fryer. Advertising
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